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ABSTRACT
Prior work has explored communication challenges faced by people who are deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) and the potential role of new captioning and support technologies to address these challenges; however, the focus has been on stationary contexts such as group meetings and lectures. In this paper, we present two studies examining the needs of DHH people in moving contexts (e.g., walking) and the potential for mobile captions on head-mounted displays (HMDs) to support those needs. Our formative study with 12 DHH participants identifies social and environmental challenges unique to or exacerbated by moving contexts. Informed by these findings, we introduce and evaluate a proof-of-concept HMD prototype with 10 DHH participants. Results show that, while walking, HMD captions can support communication access and improve attentional balance between the speakers(s) and navigating the environment. We close by describing open questions in the mobile context space and design guidelines for future technology.
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INTRODUCTION
People who are deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) face several challenges when conversing with partners who use spoken language, such as background noise and lack of access to facial cues [5,10]. Even signed conversations require direct visual contact that may not always be possible. While prior work has investigated how these challenges impact the quality of social interaction and adaptive communication strategies [4,5,10], this work has focused primarily on static contexts (e.g., group meetings, classroom lectures). In this paper, we investigate mobile contexts such as walking and transit, which present new potential challenges including varying background noise, changing lighting conditions, and increased visual attention split.

Furthermore, accommodation technologies like real-time captioning have also traditionally been designed for and studied in static contexts and, thus, may not be appropriate for moving conversations. Some initial research has explored captioning on smartphones [23,35,38], an approach that requires shifting attentional focus away from the speaker and environment and onto a handheld device. Researchers have also recently proposed head-mounted display (HMD) captioning solutions [13,27,28,30,32], which reduce visual attention split by displaying the captions directly in the user’s field of view. While offering potential for captioning in moving contexts, only a few researchers have discussed design, implementation and user evaluation of HMD captions [13,27,30]. Moreover, these evaluations were conducted in stationary contexts. We could not find any prior work exploring HMD captions in a mobile context.

In this paper, we report on findings from two studies investigating the communication needs of DHH people in mobile contexts and the possibility for HMD-based captions to support those needs. Through semi-structured interviews with 12 DHH participants, Study 1 explores communication challenges and coping strategies in moving contexts, preferences for potential real-time captioning solutions (smartwatch, phone, or HMD), and reactions to a captioning mockup on the Microsoft HoloLens. We found that most individuals missed a significant part of spoken conversations while moving and talking. Those who were able to engage in moving conversations divided their attention between looking ahead for personal safety and at the speakers for communication content. Extending findings in [19,21], we found that signed conversations were difficult when visual contact was limited (e.g., hiking on a trail), and when hands were occupied (e.g., driving). For real-time captioning,
participants preferred the HMD option and provided design suggestions (e.g., ability to customize the captions).

Informed by these findings, prior work [13,30], and our own experiences as persons with hearing loss, we built a proof-of-concept prototype on the HoloLens that displays real-time captions in the user’s field of view (Figure 1). In Study 2, we evaluated this prototype with 10 DHH people, who walked with our prototype through a campus building while talking to a research team member and passersby. Participants reported that our prototype assisted their understanding in at least some part of the conversation. However, four participants reported being distracted by the captions, which made it difficult to focus on navigation. We also received design suggestions, such as optimal placement of captions in 3D space and displaying non-speech information.

In summary, the contributions of our work include: (i) qualitative results from a formative study with 12 DHH participants highlighting challenges in mobile conversations, coping strategies, and technology use; (ii) insights from an evaluation of HMD-based caption with 10 DHH participants in a walking scenario; and (iii) design recommendations for future conversation support technologies for mobile contexts, particularly for HMD captioning.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We cover background on challenges in spoken communications for DHH people and related assistive technologies.

Challenges and Communication Strategies
DHH individuals face challenges in spoken conversations due to background noise, lack of facial cues, and lack of attention by hearing people [4,10]. These factors can result in social isolation and reduce conversation participation, which can negatively impact mental health and quality of life [33]. Common strategies to address these communication challenges include the use of gestures, two-way note taking, and turn-taking [10]. Demorest et al. [4] classify strategies as maladaptive (i.e., that avoid or inhibit conversation) or adaptive (i.e., that proactively adapt to the conversation), terms we employ in our analysis. Maladaptive behaviors include ignoring conversation, dominating conversations to avoid listening, and avoiding conversation with strangers [5]. Adaptive behaviors can be verbal or non-verbal [5,10], such as asking to repeat or simplify an utterance, explaining one’s hearing loss, and repositioning to improve one’s view of the speaker. These strategies may manifest differently in moving contexts, our focus, due to factors such as split visual attention and variable background noise and lighting.

Further, for DHH people to hold effective verbal and signed conversations, architectural spaces should be obstacle-free with balanced light, rounded corners and sound absorbers (see Deaf spaces [15]). These conditions seldom manifest in a mobile context, particularly in outdoor environments.

Speech-to-Text Systems
Our research is informed by prior work in speech-to-text systems that provide spoken information access to DHH people using either trained humans [39], automatic speech recognition (ASR) engines, or a combination of both (e.g., [34]). Because ASR is still an active research area, recent work has looked at real-time editing of ASR-based text [11] or foregoing ASR altogether by using crowdsourcing [20]. Captions by trained human transcriptionists are highly accurate but transcriptionists are expensive and require prior scheduling [18]. Our study includes real-time captions from a trained transcriptionist.

Traditionally, real-time captions are displayed on a laptop or a shared large screen [18]. Two notable transcription systems include Communication Access Real-Time System (CART) [29] and C-Print [31] which differ in the transcription method, cost, accuracy, and availability. In both systems, captions are appended to a document, so users can scroll up and refer to the text history as needed. Users can also configure the caption color, font size, and background. Our study employs CART because it is more accurate and widely available than C-Print.

More recently, researchers have begun to explore mobile and wearable captioning solutions. While most smartphone apps rely on a built-in ASR for transcription (e.g., [38]), some systems have used a trained transcriber [23] or a crowd of untrained people [35] to transcribe on the go. We found only one prior work that evaluates phone-based captioning in mobile contexts (i.e., in city, airport, and grocery stores) [23]. Results show that while the app was useful for moving contexts, participants did not appreciate the 3-5 minute transcription delay. Further, though portable, all smartphone apps require that users turn their gaze away from the speaker or environment to use the captions.

To reduce this visual split, some researchers suggest showing captions directly in the users’ gaze area using an HMD [13,27,28,30,32]; however, [28,32] did not build or evaluate working systems. Out of the remaining three works [13,27,30], [13] and [30] are most relevant and report on caption design, implementation, and user evaluation on the HoloLens. In our previous work [13], we presented a 14-dimension design space for HMD captioning, one dimension of which was how caption design may change based on the physical activity of speakers. Our preliminary evaluation, however, only explored two design dimensions with a single participant in stationary contexts. We extend that work here.

Peng et al. [30] explored options for visual caption design on a HoloLens such as changing the number of lines, speaking order, and speaker location. They prototyped the most preferred design and solicited feedback from eight DHH participants. Results show that participants could more easily identify speakers and follow conversation with the HMD compared to the laptop captions. Though promising, their evaluation context was a stationary meeting held in a lab.

As an alternative to captions, Jones et al. [16] and Miller et al. [27] explored displaying a sign language interpreter via an HMD. In both cases, at least some participants found
value in having the interpreter always in their view. However, while in [27] participants found it easier to follow a lecture with an HMD, in [16], a majority found it overwhelming to focus on both interpreter and other study tasks (e.g., watching a movie).

In summary, while prior work suggests some potential advantages of HMD-based captioning (e.g., reduced visual split, increased dialogue), this work has not been evaluated in mobile contexts—a gap which we address in our work.

**Sound Awareness Technologies**

Besides captioning, past work has explored general sound awareness for DHH people using visual [2,12,17,24–26] and tactile approaches [8,36,37]. Most visual solutions are based on non-portable devices such as desktops [12,24,25], but researchers have also explored mobile and wearable sound awareness solutions. For example, Bragg et al. [2] and Mielleke et al. [26] used smartphones to recognize and display environmental sounds (e.g., phone ringing, sirens). Gorman [9] and Kaneko et al. [17] displayed the direction of sound sources using a wrist-worn device and HMD respectively. Jain et al. [14] used a design probe method to explore HMD visualizations for different sound characteristics. This lattermost work highlighted the importance of supporting sound localization and suggested that speaker tone, conversation topics, and contextual information (e.g., who spoke the most) may be valuable to explore. Participants in our studies also identified the need for additional sound cues such as speaker tone and environmental sounds.

Besides visual feedback, tactile approaches have been employed to provide speech information such as voice tone [37] or frequency [36]. Researchers have also tried methods to completely substitute hearing with tactile sensation (e.g., [8]), but this has shown little promise. We do not explore tactile feedback in this paper but consider it complementary.

**STUDY 1: ASSESSING NEEDS IN MOBILE CONTEXTS**

To assess the needs and potential technologies for DHH people in mobile contexts, we conducted a formative study.

**Participants**

Twelve volunteers (five males, six females, and one not disclosed) were recruited through email, social media and snowball sampling (Table 1). Participants were on average 34.5 years old (SD=15.3, range 18–66). Eight had profound hearing loss, while the remaining four had at least mild hearing loss. Most reported onset as congenital (N=9). Ten participants used a hearing device: two used cochlear implants, seven used digital hearing aids, and one reported using both. Nine participants (excluding P5, P6, and P12) employed speech-reading at least some of the time.

For communication, eight participants preferred sign language, and four preferred to speak verbally. Three participants reported that when conversing verbally with hearing people, they understood more than 81% of the speech; three understood 61-80%; four understood 41-60%; and the remaining two could barely understand speech (<20%). Participants received $25 as compensation.

**Table 1. Demographics of participants in Study 1 (P1, etc.) and Study 2 (R1, etc.), covering age, gender, hearing loss, lip-reading, preferred communication method, and percentage of speech understood in verbal conversations. “ND” means Not Disclosed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Hearing Loss</th>
<th>Lipreads?</th>
<th>Prefers</th>
<th>%speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1, R1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2, R5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>&gt;81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3, R3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>&gt;81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>61-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>&gt;81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10, R4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>61-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11, R2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>61-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12, R6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>41-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Profound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>21-40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the researcher then conducted a semi-structured interview on the frequency, location, and social context of mobile conversations, problems encountered during these conversations, how the participants handled those problems, and the impact of physical space (e.g., architectural layout). Three mobile scenarios were explicitly explored: walking, public or personal transport, and other recreational activities such as sports, hiking, or kayaking.

**Part 2.** We presented three real-time captioning ideas for mobile contexts (phone, smartwatch and HMD; see Figure 2) and asked for the participants’ preferences with rationale. If a participant preferred the HMD for at least one scenario, we introduced the experience of HMD-based captions using a physical mockup on HoloLens. Because we wanted feedback on the general concept of HMD captioning, we asked participants to imagine a future lightweight version of the HMD for this exercise. Our HoloLens mockup presented a single line of scrolling text from an example script at a fixed distance from the wearer. Participants briefly wore the HoloLens and explored our mockup while walking around the room and turning their heads at different angles. We asked for their thoughts about the overall concept and to describe or draw any other design ideas to support mobile conversations.
hearing bosses or professors since, as P4 explains: “Those conversations [with boss] are critical. We [sit and] always face each other when speaking.”

Conversations [with boss] are critical. We [sit and] always

We thematically analyzed [3] the interview transcripts that had been recorded in the shared Google Docs. One researcher first scanned the transcripts and identified 962 excerpts to be coded across all participants (M=80.2 excerpts/person, SD=19.0). Next, the first researcher and a second one defined three deductive codes based on prior research [4,5] (adaptive strategies, maladaptive strategies, form factor comparison). Both researchers then categorized the excerpts using the deductive codes and an affinity diagramming process to allow for inductive themes [1]. Through this process, we identified six inductive codes (social, environmental, and personal challenges, technology use during moving conversations, characteristics of moving conversations, and user requirements). Finally, a third researcher reviewed the codes assigned by the first and second researcher, agreeing in 93.6% of cases. Disagreements were resolved through consensus.

Findings
We report on findings related to moving conversations, technology use, social and environmental challenges, maladaptive and adaptive communication strategies, comparison of HMD, phone and smartwatch for captions, and design suggestions for future technologies.

Characteristics of Moving Conversations
Participants mentioned having conversations (spoken or via sign language) while walking to or from meetings, classes, and social activities (N=11), as well as on public transport (N=11), in cars (N=9), and during other recreational activities, such as hiking, playing pool, and kayaking (N=6). All participants had engaged in moving conversations in the preceding week, although the typical frequency varied from only once (P7) to 20 times (P12) a week (M=8.1, SD=5.1).

For conversational partners, most participants reported having moving conversations with both deaf and hearing classmates (N=11), followed by coworkers (N=6), family (N=4), and strangers (N=4). Further, P2, P3, and P4 stated that they never engage in mobile conversations with their hearing bosses or professors since, as P4 explains: “Those conversations [with boss] are critical. We [sit and] always face each other when speaking.”

Technology Use in Moving Conversations
To communicate with hearing people during moving conversations, eight participants reported using a messaging or note taking app on their smartphone. Most (N=7) resort to using an app only when it is too difficult to hear the other person (N=5) or when the environment is noisy (N=2):

“I don’t usually use technology other than hearing aids in moving conversations. I will occasionally use my phone to type something if it’s impossible to hear.” (P10)

Participants use these apps on public transport (N=7), when riding in cars (N=4), and while walking (N=2). For example, “BIG [a note taking app] makes it easier to communicate in the dark while driving” (P6). Five participants reported that they rarely use technology in moving conversations because as P12 explained, “I don’t usually write [type on phone] and move at the same time because it is too challenging”.

No participants reported using a real-time captioning system during moving conversations, but three participants had used transcription services while moving, including Microsoft Translator (P12), Google Speech to Text (P4), and voicemail transcriptions (to read rather than listen to voicemail, P8).

P12, for example, discussed using a speech-to-text app:

“The Microsoft translator [speech-to-text app on phone] makes it easy to have a walking conversation because I can hold my phone in whatever orientation I need to see my surroundings […] [Further, using the group chat option] each person can talk/read on their own phone to have the conversation.” (P12)

P12 also explained some problems with this app:

“The MS Translator isn’t perfect because it demands that I split my attention and [also] have one [hand] holding the phone.”

Social Challenges
Our second key finding relates to social challenges experienced during moving conversations.

Moving conversations are superficial. Participants explained that moving conversations lack social connection and convey limited information compared to stationary conversations (N=9). Because of split attentional demands, moving conversations were described as being brief and shallow, consisting mainly of small talk (P3, P7), comments and jokes (P4), questions and answers (P11, P1), and
“syncing up information” (P8). Consequently, the potential for social connection is compromised. For example, P1 reported feeling socially isolated, “It’s hard to make the [walking] conversation smooth enough to go deep... I feel like left out all the time.” Further, four participants mentioned that it is difficult to convey and receive complete information from a moving conversation. For example,

“[While driving,] often we are relying on smartphones, GPS, transportation, and many other distractions. So conversations will go on strange tangents because my focus is divided.” (P8)

“It’s really hard to walk and talk and lip read... The experience overall often can be negative because 90% of the time you’re unsure if you conveyed/understood the conversation well.” (P7)

Contexts and communication method. Participants faced challenges with speechreading (N=5) or signing (N=3) based on the context. For example, because they have to focus on looking ahead, P1 and P10 face difficulty with speechreading in the car when they are driving, and P1 and P7 could not speechread while hiking or biking. Signed conversations were difficult mainly during driving because of the need to keep hands on the wheel (P5, P8, P12). In addition, P5 and P12 explained that understanding signs requires the listener’s complete visual attention, which is difficult to provide as a driver, especially when the passenger is not fluent in signing.

Lack of participation from others. Seven participants said that hearing people do not understand and accommodate communication needs in moving conversations. Group conversations with hearing people are especially difficult since they do not stop talking when the deaf person needs to look away (N=5). As P10 explains,

“If I need to look away for some reason, a deaf person will automatically stop talking and resume when I’m ready. A spoken conversation doesn’t have that type of natural stop and start...”

Challenges during recreational activities. Recreational activities can be especially challenging (N=4) since they often require instruction and feedback during complex movements (e.g., martial arts, yoga), greater physical exertion (e.g., running, soccer), or chaotic environments (e.g., white-water rafting). For example, P11 is sometimes unable to hear his coach’s instructions because he could not see his coach’s signs during wrestling. These two participants also explained another challenge: their instructors found it difficult to demonstrate a movement and concurrently explain through signing. P12 said:

“[In] martial arts: you have an instructor showing how to move the arms, hands, body, etc. while talking to describe it. Well if they have to “talk” by signing, then how do they also show you how to hold your arms in the proper position?”

Environmental Challenges. Participants also noted challenges related to the environment such as building layout, noise, and variable lighting.

Visual attention split. Seven participants felt that moving conversations were more challenging than stationary ones due to the need to divide attention between the conversation and environment (e.g., cars, people, traffic lights, obstacles). This attention split is especially challenging on uneven pavement or hiking trails (N=7). For example, P5 said: “When the sidewalk is bumpy, I have to focus more on looking ahead.” Nine participants were concerned that attention split during conversations posed a safety issue, as P8 explains, “Safety and communication often compete for my attention in a walking conversation.” Four participants were particularly concerned about safety while driving.

Space concerns. The design and composition of indoor space affected moving conversations. Large spaces and/or spaces with predictable layouts made it easier to move and face the other person (e.g., grocery stores or museums, as mentioned by P8). In contrast, narrow spaces that required the speaker to be in front or behind the participant reduced understandability (N=3). Conversations in cars were also difficult when the speaker was not facing the participant (N=7). Another concern was the distance from the speaker; three participants reported not being able to hear speakers who were far away. There was also a social element to interpersonal distance, such as when P6 commented on the difficulty of conversing with strangers: “it might be awkward to stand closer to them to hear their voice.”

Background noise. Moving conversations were impacted by background noise from announcements, bus engines, and other passengers’ movement in public transit (N=4); rain and wind while walking and hiking (N=3); and other traffic while driving (N=2). Comparing walking and buses, P2 said: “I do find conversations on buses easier than walking on a busy street. While there is background noise, it is consistent.”

Table 2. Participants’ preference (if any) among three devices for captions (HMD, phone, watch) in different moving contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Transit (bus, car)</th>
<th>Recreational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>All but P5</td>
<td>P1, P2, P4, P8, P9, P12</td>
<td>P2, P4, P7, P9, P12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>P3, P5, P10, P11</td>
<td>P3, P5, P10, P11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P1 and P2 both found it easier to converse at night because “environments tend to be quieter and less busy” (P1).

Lighting concerns. In contrast to P1 and P2’s comments above, nine participants felt it was easier to have moving conversations during the day when they could more easily see people’s faces to lip read or see sign language. Indoor lighting could also negatively affect speechreading when it was too bright (P5, P11) or too dark (P8, P11).

Accommodation Strategies

To address the challenges noted above, participants employed a variety of adaptive and maladaptive strategies.

Adaptive. Verbal adaptive strategies included asking the speaker to repeat (N=3), repeating what was heard back to the speaker (P2), asking the other person to speak louder (P3), explaining that they are hard of hearing (P6), and controlling the flow and length of conversations (N=2). The most common non-verbal adaptive strategies were adjusting captions (HMD, phone, watch) in different moving contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Transit (bus, car)</th>
<th>Recreational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>All but P5</td>
<td>P1, P2, P4, P8, P9, P12</td>
<td>P2, P4, P7, P9, P12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>P3, P5, P10, P11</td>
<td>P3, P5, P10, P11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and environment (e.g., cars, people, traffic lights, obstacles). This attention split is especially challenging on uneven pavement or hiking trails (N=7). For example, P5 said: “When the sidewalk is bumpy, I have to focus more on looking ahead.” Nine participants were concerned that attention split during conversations posed a safety issue, as P8 explains, “Safety and communication often compete for my attention in a walking conversation.” Four participants were particularly concerned about safety while driving.

Space concerns. The design and composition of indoor space affected moving conversations. Large spaces and/or spaces with predictable layouts made it easier to move and face the other person (e.g., grocery stores or museums, as mentioned by P8). In contrast, narrow spaces that required the speaker to be in front or behind the participant reduced understandability (N=3). Conversations in cars were also difficult when the speaker was not facing the participant (N=7). Another concern was the distance from the speaker; three participants reported not being able to hear speakers who were far away. There was also a social element to interpersonal distance, such as when P6 commented on the difficulty of conversing with strangers: “it might be awkward to stand closer to them to hear their voice.”

Background noise. Moving conversations were impacted by background noise from announcements, bus engines, and other passengers’ movement in public transit (N=4); rain and wind while walking and hiking (N=3); and other traffic while driving (N=2). Comparing walking and buses, P2 said: “I do find conversations on buses easier than walking on a busy street. While there is background noise, it is consistent.”

P1 and P2 both found it easier to converse at night because “environments tend to be quieter and less busy” (P1).

Lighting concerns. In contrast to P1 and P2’s comments above, nine participants felt it was easier to have moving conversations during the day when they could more easily see people’s faces to lip read or see sign language. Indoor lighting could also negatively affect speechreading when it was too bright (P5, P11) or too dark (P8, P11).

Accommodation Strategies

To address the challenges noted above, participants employed a variety of adaptive and maladaptive strategies.

Adaptive. Verbal adaptive strategies included asking the speaker to repeat (N=3), repeating what was heard back to the speaker (P2), asking the other person to speak louder (P3), explaining that they are hard of hearing (P6), and controlling the flow and length of conversations (N=2). The most common non-verbal adaptive strategies were adjusting captions (HMD, phone, watch) in different moving contexts.
one’s seating position to be next to or across from the speaker on public and personal transport (N=7), walking side-by-side (N=4), turning to face the speaker (N=3), using mirrors to see speakers in the backseat of the car (N=2), and choosing a quiet path to the destination (N=2). P9 and P10 mentioned that they would sometimes stop moving to aid comprehension and participation:

“I stop everybody walking and resume the conversation until a point has been addressed, and then start walking again” (P10).

Maladaptive. Maladaptive strategies included avoiding group conversations (P6) or talking to strangers (N=6), postponing a conversation (N=6), avoiding spoken conversations altogether (N=6), and briefly pausing a conversation (N=2). For example, P3 does not talk to Uber or Lyft drivers to avoid “spending the energy on it.” P11 and P12 chose parts of a conversation to pay attention to rather than the whole conversation. Some participants (N=7) avoid conversations based on context. For example, P12 prefers to focus on the scenery while hiking than on conversations, P10 defers important conversations when walking, and P8 lets a phone call go to voicemail when walking.

Envisioning a Real Time Captioning System

We next discuss the social implications of a captioning system, and compare phone, smartwatch and HMD devices.

Social implications. After viewing the mockup in Figure 2, all participants said they would use real-time captioning in at least one moving conversation scenario (walking, transit or other recreational activity). However, seven participants wanted to employ captioning selectively because of how the captions may affect conversation quality. As P11 explains,

“I always prefer direct communication with hearing people. If technology or interpreters are involved, there is always a distance between me and the other person. It diminishes the quality of the human connection.”

Four participants were concerned that their communication practices and skills would change because of a captioning system. P1 wondered if a system would change the use of sign language, while P9 worried about a potential loss of communication skills by relying too much on a system. P8 wondered if “a system would change my lifelong predisposition to look at people’s faces when they talk.” P10 preferred to choose when to follow a conversation, which may be difficult if he had to “[look] at captions all the time.”

Comparing devices. Eleven participants (except P5) preferred the HMD in at least one moving context (walking, transit, or recreational) (Table 2). The perceived main advantage of the HMD was that it would reduce attention split by positioning captions within the user’s gaze (N=6). Four participants also felt that the HMD could improve both the quality of a moving conversation and social connections:

“[The HMD] would help me be more “connected” to people [compared to smartwatch or smartphone] since I can look at the people [while reading captions].” (P11)

P9 wanted to use the HMD to overhear group conversations to increase a sense of social inclusion:

“I want to be unobtrusive, whether I’m part of the conversation or eavesdropping on the conversation (just like hearing people).”

For high-contact sports, four participants preferred to use smartphone since they were concerned that the HMD “would be knocked off easily” (P11). These four also preferred to use smartphone rather than an HMD on a public or personal transportation because of the option to sit and focus on the display, a common behavior in these contexts. Only one participant preferred a smartwatch (for transit). The most common perceived disadvantage was that the small watch display would only accommodate a limited number of words (N=8), which would affect readability (N=5) and the ability to follow a conversation (N=3).

Participants also mentioned disadvantages of the HMD (N=4) and phone (N=7). Three participants were concerned that the HMD would be too visually distracting and overwhelming. P6 explained that the HMD might give her motion sickness, a recurring condition for her. Concerns for the phone included display size (N=5), needing to look down at one’s hand (N=5) and the effortful process of holding up one’s hand, especially during long conversations (N=4).

Hololens for captioning. While we used the HoloLens to help ground discussion about HMD-based captioning and asked participants to envision a more futuristic, streamlined device, participants who tried HoloLens (N=11) expressed concerns about heaviness and bulkiness (N=8), comfort (N=6), and how it may hinder mobility (N=2). Six participants mentioned social acceptability concerns due to the large form-factor; all suggested using glasses or contact lenses instead to display captions. All eleven participants, however, appreciated HoloLens as a good prototyping tool for evaluating future HMD captioning devices: “I know future devices would be smaller and [would] fit on my face better, but Hololens works good for testing” (P11).

Design suggestions for HMD captioning. When asked about future improvements for HMD captions, participants wanted the ability to go back through a conversation history if they missed something (N=3), adjust settings and caption attributes, such as position, contrast, and font (N=2), and convey additional information, including: who was speaking (N=3), the position or distance of the speaker (N=3), and noises in the environment (e.g., door opening) (N=2). Five participants wanted captions to remain on top of the speaker regardless of the user’s head movements since the caption movement was “dizzy[ing]” (P6) or “distracting” (P11).

Technology design sketches. When describing their ideas for future captioning technology, four participants also sketched designs. Three of them (P2, P4, P9) extended conventional glasses to include a small screen for displaying
captions to avoid wearing the heavy HoloLens. P5 sketched an integrated GPS and voice-to-text system for a car (Figure 3a); she was concerned about the technology burden posed on deaf people and wanted to avoid wearing a new technology while driving. P2 sketched an integrated display for contact lenses and proposed a wrist-worn display (Figure 3b). Finally, to share the technology burden with hearing people, P9 sketched a t-shirt design that displayed captions that could be read if the speaker is wearing that t-shirt.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT ON MICROSOFT HOLOLENS
Informed by Study 1 findings, prior work [13,30], and our own experiences as persons with hearing loss, we built a proof-of-concept prototype to display real-time captions in 3D space on the Microsoft HoloLens (Figure 1). To inform the design of our prototype, we had two aims: (1) increase conversation accessibility and (2) reduce the visual attention split between the environment and captions. For accessibility, we chose to place the captions in the user’s gaze at all times—even when the wearer is not facing the speaker(s). To reduce visual split, the captions were automatically projected onto surfaces (e.g., walls, floor) using the HoloLens’ environment mapping capability if desired by the user.

Users could configure the number of lines, length of each line, the font size, and the distance of captions from the eyes (2m, 4m, 8m, or projected onto surfaces; see Figure 1). To reduce jitter by head movement, captions stayed at the same location until the user’s gaze exceeded 25 degrees. We used Streamtext [40], a remote online captioning software, to receive real-time captions from an on-site professional transcriptionist; however, future versions could incorporate ASR engines. Captions were rendered in white, Arial font.

To prepare for Study 2, our hard-of-hearing lead author evaluated our prototype in a campus building via three walking sessions (avg. 44mins each). While moving, the author interacted with a total of eight people and evaluated different caption configurations. The lead author could understand speakers better using our prototype; however, wearing the heavy HoloLens device for long periods proved tiring. Thus, we decided to limit Study 2 sessions to 20mins.

For the captions, our author preferred two lines of text, 60 characters per line, an angular font size of approximately 0.75 degree, and surface projection. These configurations were Study 2 defaults but users could adjust them if desired.

STUDY 2: EVALUATION OF PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
To validate our Study 1 findings and gain further insights into HMD-based captioning in mobile contexts, we evaluated our prototype in a real-life walking scenario. Our primary goals were to assess whether the use of HMD-based captions increased conversation accessibility and decreased attention split for walking conversations. We chose walking because walking and public transport were the most common moving conversation scenarios mentioned in Study 1 but walking requires more consistent visual attention.

Participants
We recruited 10 participants, including six participants who preferred the HMD idea from Study 1 and four new participants recruited through snowball sampling (Table 1). The four new participants (R7 to R10) were on average 35.2 years old (SD=10.9, range 28–54). All were female with profound hearing loss. R7 and R8 developed hearing loss at 2 years of age while R9 and R10 had congenital hearing loss. R9 and R10 used a hearing device (hearing aid). All four participants preferred sign language for communication, and three participants (except R7) employed speech-reading. While conversing verbally with hearing people, R7 could barely understand speech (<20%), R8 and R9 could understand 41-60%, and R10 21-40%. Finally, of all 10 participants, three (R3, R5, R8) used real-time captioning in daily life and the remaining used sign-language interpreters. Participants received $25 as compensation.

Method
The study procedure took on average 57 minutes (SD=10.3) and included a walking scenario (M=24 mins, SD=5.4) and an open-ended interview (M=30 mins, SD=12.4). The study began with participants briefly viewing our HoloLens prototype. A researcher adjusted the font size, number of lines of text, and the length of each line if the participants desired. After a quick test, the participants walked in a university building wearing our prototype. Two researchers accompanied the participant. Researcher 1 walked alongside the participant and initiated a conversation on casual topics, such as family, weather, food, or events in the city. Researcher 1 also wore a wireless microphone, which relayed the conversation to a remote professional transcriptionist to generate real-time captions. Researcher 2 observed the interaction and recorded notes. Participants could interact with other passersby if they so desired.

After the trial, we conducted an open-ended interview about the experience and solicited feedback about the prototype. Both researchers also asked follow-up questions based on Researcher 2’s observations. For this interview component, participants communicated with the researchers by typing in a Google Doc (N=6) or verbally (N=4). Similar to Study 1,
we also used the captions from a transcriptionist and sign language to facilitate communication. Finally, participants completed a short multiple-choice questionnaire asking about how much they depended on captions during the trial and how their speech understanding in daily life compared to that when using our prototype.

Data Analysis
We retained the professional transcripts and used them to conduct an iterative coding process on the interview responses [3]. One researcher scanned the responses, developed an initial codebook, then iteratively applied the codes to the transcripts, updating the codebook as necessary. The codes were applied to transcripts as a whole and not individual excerpts. The final codebook contained eight codes (e.g., caption placement, impact of the environment). A second researcher then independently assigned codes to each transcript using the final codebook. Krippendorff’s alpha across all codes was on average 0.65 (SD=0.24). Conflicting assignments were resolved through consensus.

Findings
We first describe overall reaction to the prototype, followed by specific themes that arose.

Overall reaction. When asked about the overall experience, all participants mentioned using our prototype to understand at least some part of the conversation while walking. For example, R6, who cannot comprehend oral speech, said:

“When being deaf, I can’t have that [walking] conversation with a person without some assistance. I need another person who can sign, or another captioning device (Like MS Translator on the phone). Both of these would entail looking away from the speaker. So HoloLens might be better in that regard. [...] With the phone translation, I also need to dedicate a hand to holding the phone.”

On a scale of 1 (mostly unintelligible) to 5 (mostly intelligible), we asked participants to rate how well they typically understand their everyday walking conversations (sign language or oral). Participants reported an average of 2.4 (SD=1.17). When asked how well they understood conversation during the study session with the HMD, participants reported an average of 3.8 (SD=0.79) A pairwise t-test was significant; t(18) = 3.13, p=.006.

Four participants (R2, R4, R6, R7) appreciated the ability to follow the conversations while looking ahead (Figure 4a). R4 explained, “The big thing with this is you can look where you want and still follow along with the conversation.” However, R3, R4, R5 and R8 found captions to be occasionally distracting. For example, R5 said:

“When I was trying to formulate my own responses, I would find the captions quite distracting and, in cases like that, I wish [...] that I could look away from [the captions], at my discretion.”

Caption preferences. Most participants (except R3, R5) preferred the default configuration for the captions (0.75 degree font, two lines, and 60 characters per line). R1 said:

“Two lines were good... I can look away from the captions for a little bit and then something that somebody said will still be there when I look back.”

R3 and R5 increased angular font size to 1 degree, and R5 used three text lines. Regardless of preference, all participants appreciated the customizability of the captions.

Apart from captions, participants wanted the HMD to display speaker identification cues (e.g., name, location) (N=5) and environmental sounds (N=3). R6 wanted an indicator that someone was talking based on which he could “decide to listen or not”. He also thought it would be useful to display voice tone and volume:

“Tone of voice (and volume) is a big one, for example indicating volume by font size and tone by font. You could also have something else visually indicating it (e.g. sometimes tv/movies put a little music symbol up for music).”

To reduce information overload, R9 proposed that we:

“Include everything [additional sound cues] and maybe have options for people to filter out because I can imagine some people going crazy with all the information overload.”

Visual attention split. To understand the conversation, all participants used both speechreading and captions. The post-trial questionnaire showed average dependence on captions of 3.2 (SD=1.03) on a scale of 1 (“I did not look at captions”) to 5 (“I only looked at captions”).

Participants who prefer to converse orally (R3, R4 and R5; Table 1) reported looking at speakers more than captions (average dependence on captions: 2.3; SD=0.58; Figure 4c). They used captions only to fill in missed parts of the speech or confirm their understanding of the speech. For example, while involved in a group conversation with three passersby, R3 and R4 missed speech during speaker transition and used captions. The remaining participants, who preferred sign language for communication, focused on captions more than speakers (average dependence on captions: 3.6; SD=0.98). For example, “I was mostly focused on captions [and did not really [look at] faces” (R6).

Figure 4: Images illustrating findings from Study 2. (a) R7 followed the conversation while looking ahead. (b) R8 held the railing to guide her movement; it was difficult for her to walk on stairs wearing the HoloLens. (c) R4, who prefers to converse orally, looked at the speaker instead of captions.
When not actively engaged in a conversation, participants alternated between looking at their surroundings and captions. R4, R6 and R8 responded that they focused more on their environment, while R2 focused more on captions to see if somebody was speaking. For the other six participants, we could not ascertain a clear indication of attention split between captions and environment from their responses. But based on the post-trial questionnaire, all six indicated that they looked at their surroundings much less than in a typical moving conversation in their everyday lives.

**Caption placement.** Six participants (all but R4, R5, R7, R10) appreciated our idea of captions staying in the user’s field of view. For example, R3 noted:

> “I liked that the captions are still going even when I am not looking at you in case you are talking to me when I am not looking.” (R2)

However, five of those six participants wanted to be able to turn-off captions. For example, R3 noted:

> “[When] I’m cooking something and sometimes I don’t want to see captions, so turn[ing] [captions] on and off would be a good option… it would give you a break from seeing them all the time.”

In contrast, R9 commented:

> “[I] would just leave it on all the time because I can easily ignore [the captions] if I don’t want to pay attention.”

R3 also wanted the option to “move captions down here [below the display] or on the side [periphery]” to focus more on the surroundings. R6 wanted to move the captions closer to the speakers in his field of view: “I can see [the benefit] moving the captions a few degrees towards the speaker.”

The remaining four participants (R4, R5, R7, R10) wanted the captions to be positioned above speakers (like speech bubbles) so the only way they could see captions is if they were looking at speakers. R4 also mentioned another advantage of speech bubbles:

> “It would allow for the captions to be like a whole paragraph, so somebody could speak, I could look away, but they would have like a whole backlog of things, so I could follow along.”

However, when asked how they would notice speakers outside their field of view (e.g., behind them), R4 and R7 wanted to be able to “toggle between the two” caption positioning options, i.e., moving with the user’s head or speech bubbles (R4).

**Impact of the environment.** Six participants found it harder to walk on stairs since they had to split their visual attention between the captions and the stairs (Figure 4b). For example, R1 noted:

> “When I walked on stairs I needed to look at the stairs. I had to also pay attention on captions. So I was a little nervous that I might step wrong.” (R1)

R2, however, reported that after an initial period, “I was more aware of how [the HoloLens] works, so I adapted a little bit.” Additionally, five participants who walked in broad daylight had trouble looking at the captions. For example, R3 said: “the HoloLens display is not bright enough to accommodate for natural lighting.”

**HoloLens device.** As in Study 1, participants reported that the HoloLens is heavy (N=7), has a limited field of view (N=4), is not fully transparent (N=3), and draws attention (N=3). Three additional insights related to the device emerged. First, as mentioned, our captions moved only when the angular deviation of the user’s head exceeded 25 degrees. R4 found this stabilizing technique “laggy,” but R5 liked it and described it as a “cool stabilizing technique.” Second, as a person walks, the HoloLens device learns and adjusts to the new environment, which made the captions appear jittery for a moment. R5, noticing this, said: “it [captions] kind of flickered a little bit when I was staring at architecture that [are] like rounded columns.” Finally, R5 commented that the automatic depth adjustment of captions in 3D space was a “really cool feature.” However, R4, R7 and R8 wanted the captions placed at a fixed distance “coz otherwise my eyes would have to constantly adjust [to different depths]” (R7).

**DISCUSSION**

We now discuss our findings in the context of past work, open questions for future exploration, design implications for future technology, and limitations of our studies.

**The Mobile Context – A New Space**

Prior work has explored communication challenges for DHH people, such as background noise [5], inability to hear a speaker without visual contact [10], and visual attentional demands in signing conversations [19]. Our Study 1 findings indicate that these challenges also manifest in moving contexts though with greater severity. Mobile contexts impose greater attentional demands than stationary contexts, due to greater visual attention split and context changes, which include topographical, spatial, and noise variation. We also uncovered new challenges; mobile conversations for DHH people are generally brief and shallow, greatly affected by environmental and spatial characteristics, and have limited technology support and use.

Of particular significance is the context of recreational activities such as yoga, dance, or wrestling, which require that individuals receive time-critical information. As P12 explained, verbal instruction for physical movements are most effectively conveyed simultaneously with a demonstration of the movement. If instruction and demonstration are sequential rather than parallel, the meaning is “diluted.” For non-signing users who are focused on the activity, paying attention to vocal information provided by instructors is difficult. For signing users, their hands might be otherwise occupied.

Due to attentional and mobility demands, mobile context technologies need to be carefully designed. Captioning technologies, in particular, need to be portable, should adapt to changing contexts, and potentially employ automatic speech recognition. As is mentioned in past work [23,35] and also corroborated in our findings, phones and smartwatches are not typically preferred for mobile contexts since these devices demand split visual attention, a dedicated hand to carry, or are too small for displaying captions. HMDs have
the potential to reduce this attention split but need to be lightweight, comfortable, and unobtrusive for broad acceptance. As our participants suggest, other form-factors like glasses and contacts could be leveraged for captions in the future. Displaying captions on non-wearable artifacts, such as in-car GPS systems (P5), would further reduce visual dispersion and the need to carry a personal device.

**Design Implications for HMD Captioning**

Based on our findings, we propose the following design recommendations for HMD-based captions, which can be investigated and validated in future work:

**Text alignment.** Captions should automatically align close to the speaker or background to reduce the visual attention split between captions and the environment.

**Adapt to changing context.** Caption color and background should automatically change based on lighting conditions.

**Wearer’s voice.** The HMD should have an option to disable the wearer’s voice to minimize information on the screen.

**Contextual information.** Besides captions, HMDs should convey information such as speaker name and location, speech tone, and environmental cues (e.g., door opening).

**User customizability.** HMDs should allow customization of caption position, contrast, font, and background. Prior studies also support the need for customizability [24,25].

**Future Work**

Our initial findings show that HMD-based captions can support communication access in mobile contexts. While the use of HMD-based captions seem to improve the attentional balance between the speaker(s) and navigating the environment, future work should explore this in depth. One potential solution may be to limit the amount of real-time text by displaying keywords or a summary of text; however, extracting this text automatically remains a difficult challenge. Another potential solution may be to position captions directly above speakers and use visualizations to identify speakers outside the field of view (e.g., see [14]). As in [13], users should be able to control the placement of captions and to temporarily or permanently silence them as necessary.

Future work should also explore the role of tactile feedback as a complementary information channel. While tactile information is lower bandwidth than visual information, tactile information often imposes a lower attentional demand [6] and may be useful for some tasks (e.g., notifications, indicating direction of sound).

Finally, some assistive technology efforts have been criticized in the deaf community as “manifestations of audist beliefs” (e.g., [7]), where the technology burden is imposed on deaf people to accommodate hearing communication standards. We acknowledge this important concern. Indeed, an example from our data that attempts to counteract this imbalance is P9’s idea that all conversation participants (deaf and hearing) should display real-time captions on their shirts. Captions are predominantly visual, and therefore potentially provide functional equivalence to deaf and hearing users who are comfortable reading captioned broadcast and online programs daily. We emphasize that our studies and technology designs were informed by our own experiences as DHH individuals, our previous work with DHH participants and wearable sound awareness technologies [13,14], and perspectives drawn from the literature [22,30]; however, we are a team composed of technologists. We also emphasize the diversity among deaf viewers—some prefer captioned videos, and others prefer signed videos. Future work should continue to engage with the DHH community to ensure that we are asking the right questions and pursing appropriate solutions.

**Study Limitations**

Our work has four primary limitations. First, our findings on attention split relied on self-report. Future work should conduct a comparative gaze tracking study with and without HMD captions to more accurately determine how users’ visual attention shifts in moving conversations. Second, in Study 2, we used lapel microphones and a professional transcriptionist for the real-time captions. Future work should explore tradeoffs in transcription quality, lag, and the impact on the conversational experience in mobile contexts that may come with automated captions. Third, Study 2 evaluated walking for a short period in a single building. Future work should consider longitudinal deployments in a variety of contexts. Finally, we largely relied on a live two-way Google Doc to communicate with participants during interviews (similar to [14]); however, some participants may have been more fluent in sign language than English (we did not collect data on this).

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we presented two studies examining the needs of DHH people in moving contexts and the potential for mobile captions to support those needs (e.g., rendered via a watch, phone, or HMD). Our formative study with 12 DHH participants (Study 1) identified social (e.g., limited social connection) and environmental challenges (e.g., limited visual contact in narrow spaces) unique to or exacerbated by moving contexts. All but one participant preferred an HMD for mobile captions. Informed by these findings, we designed a proof-of-concept HMD prototype on the Microsoft HoloLens, which was evaluated in a semi-controlled study with 10 DHH participants (6 from Study 1, 4 new participants). Our findings demonstrate the promise of always-available captions rendered on an HMD and also help identify important areas for future work such as the incorporation of non-speech sounds (e.g., speaker location, environmental sounds).
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